
Digital graphics tondo „ Lightfields” by Krisztina Asztalos at ILLUMINATORS, 
Russia

Yekaterinburg „Koltsovo” airport announced the beginning of the international exhibition project 
”ILLUMINATORS” in the open spaces of the International terminal of the airport. The artworks 
for the exhibition have been selected on a competitive basis by an international Jury Board and 
was exposed from April to June 2008.

 From April to June 2008, „ILLUMINATORS” new media exhibition was presented at Yekaterin-
burg „Koltsovo” airport in Russia. The artworks have been selected on a competitive basis by an 
international Jury Board.

Among 500 contemporary art works from 34 countries, digital grapics tondo 
„ Lightfields” by Krisztina Asztalos, has been chosen to be exhibited in one of 
the round spots of lights ”loating/ hovering” free in the airport cubage.

„Art-Koltsovo”is the first strategic long-term program in Russian air industry aimed at the int-
roduction of works of art and designs inside the international „Koltsovo” airport. In Russian an 
„illuminator” (port hole) is a round window onboard a ship, airplane, space station. In the traditi-
on of the ancient „tondi”- circular pieces of art popular in Italy in the 15th century - the exhibition 
shows round shaped pieces of new media art like digital graphics, animations and video objects. 
The works are represented by numerous round spots of lights „floating/ hovering”free in the 
airport cubage. A circle is the most harmonious shape, a fundamental archetypical sign offering 
a vast variety of associations. One of its most obvious meanings is the world. In this case, 
ILLUMINATOR is an artist’s world view projection or world view magnifying glass or „window” 
into artist’s world.

This pdf presentation contains few pages among the 139 pages catalogue that was published  
and sent  to each artists by the organizers of international contest and exhibiton of digital gra-
pics and video art called „ Tondo”.
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Among 500 contemporary art works from 34 countries, digital grapics tondo
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